Ax5 transmission diagram

About us. Contact us. Rebuilt Transmissions. Rebuilt Transfercases. Transmission parts new.
Used gears and parts. Transfercase parts. Muncie 4spds. Ford toploader 4spd. Transmission
tools. NV Parts. Ford ZF parts. SM parts. Ford M5R1 parts. Ford M5R2 parts. NP parts. ZF 6 spd
Parts. NP Parts. TB Trans checkout. Free Counter. AX5 Transmission parts. Jeep Wrangler Jeep
Cherokee 4 cylinder. Price List and Diagram Below. To order call toll free at 1 Jeep 5 speed
Transmission AX5 parts. AX5 mainshaft, 4X4 AX5 mainshaft 4X4 on. AX5 front bearing retainer
early. AX5 front bear retainer late flat style. AX5 clustergear uses nut on end AX5 clustergear
uses snapring on end on. AX5 reverse idler all. AX5 3rd gear 27t. AX5 1st gear 33t , AX5 1st
gear33t , on. AX5 slider uses iron shiftfork. AX5 2nd gear, 28t, AX5 2nd gear, 28t, on. AX5 shift
fork kit comes with fork and shiftrail replaces early iron fork. AX5 fork aluminum. AX5 fork kit,
includes slider aluminum. AX5 5th shift fork late aluminum. AX5 5th shift fork, iron. AX5 shift rail
bolt style. AX5 syncro ring. AX5 syncro hub. AX5 3rd gear needle bearing. AX5 2nd gear needle
bearing. AX5 1st gear needle bearing, AX5 1st gear needle bearing, on. AX5 1st gear inner
bearing race, AX5 1st gear inner bearing race, on. AX5 5th gear washer. AX5 5th gear needle
bearing. AX5 5th slider uses aluminum fork. AX5 5th slider uses iron fork. AX5 5th syncro cone.
AX5 clustergear nut. AX5 shift seat, plastic. AX5 shifter bushing end of stick. AX5 rear
conutershaft snap ring, late. Parts orders call toll free at 1 !!!! It is a light-duty transmission
found behind the AMC 2. It was also found behind the GM 2. The AX5 is prevalent, but sadly it's
strength is minimal, making it a questionable off-road transmission. Failures behind even stock
engines are not uncommon. We do not make any conversions components available to retain
the AX5 with six or eight cylinder engines. Note that there is an AX4 transmission in early XJ
models, which is essentially the AX5, minus its overdriven fifth gear. The AX5 is a split-case, top
shifting, overdrive transmission with the shifter being located in the rear section of the
transmission. The AX5 is fully synchronized in all gears. All gears are helically cut. It features a
cast aluminum case with a cast-iron mid-plate. The case is ribbed and features the shifter in the
rear quarter of the assembly. In the vein of newer transmissions, the AX5 uses dowel pins for
bellhousing alignment. The Jeep AX5 has a 21 spline output shaft for connecting to the transfer
case input shaft. In , a more conventional slave cylinder and cross-arm were used. Gear ratios
for the AX5 are: 3. Because of the weaknesses of this transmission, we do not make adapter
assemblies to join it to other transfer cases. Individuals, hoping to replace their AX5
occasionally assume the AX15 will replace it directly. The bellhousing patterns and spline
counts between these similar-appearing transmissions are deceivingly close, but not
compatible. The 2. This is a somewhat advanced conversion, but a successful one. Read more
The current, best all-around strategy for replacing the AX5 is to replace it with a 2. GM Because
of the transmission's weak service record behind even stock Jeep powerplants, we do not offer
any conversion to V6 or V8 power. This is essentially a small car transmission in a truck. The
customer's efforts and funds are best spent converting to a stronger transmission during the
engine upgrade. This is not a difficult thing at all and these details are discussed in the
following articles:. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules
vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. The AX-5 is a light duty manual transmission used by
Jeep primarily in the Wrangler model in the 's. This is a very simple transmission by modern
standards, but rebuilding an AX-5 is still a complicated process best attempted by an
experienced home mechanic. Note that the AX-5 is distinct from the AX, which is a different five
speed transmission used by Jeep. Remove the transmission from the Jeep and drain the
transmission fluid. Remove the six bolts securing the flywheel to the input shaft, and pull the
torque converter off the front input shaft. Remove the front half of the AX-5 transmission case.
Remove the rear casing by removing the 7 bolts and 1 nut around the case perimeter, then the
slave cylinder and front input shaft plate from the transmission body. Remove the gears from
the rear section first. Next unbolt the main shaft plate and pull out the remaining AX-5 internals.
Examine the internals to identify worn or damaged components. If any of the transmission
gears are missing teeth or have sheared, its necessary to source fresh gears, because a rebuild
kit will include replacement wear items only. Remove the transmission pan and inspect the
valve body to make sure it is in good operating condition, and that the fluid channels on the
valve body are clean and not damaged. Replace the transmission clutch pack and bearings with
units from the rebuild kit. Take care to properly align the bearings on the input shaft. Once the
clutch pack and bearings have been installed, reinstall the flywheel, then join the bell housing
and the T-chase together, prior to re-mounting the transmission in the Jeep. Based near
Chicago, Sameca Pandova has been writing since and now contributes to various websites. He
is an attorney with experience in health care, family and criminal prosecution issues. Step 1
Remove the transmission from the Jeep and drain the transmission fluid. Step 2 Remove the
front half of the AX-5 transmission case. Step 3 Examine the internals to identify worn or
damaged components. Tools including wrenches and socket set Hydraulic jack with

transmission cradle Rags Bucket AX-5 rebuild kit Transmission fluid AX-5 transmission filter. In
fact, all the stock TJ, XJ, and YJ models introduced that year all the way to were equipped with
this standard shift five-speed manual transmission. It also came with the AMC 4-cylinder engine
in Wrangler models from to The AX-5 was designed mainly for light-duty vehicles with
4-cylinder and 6-cylinder engines. Some variants of the same transmission model can be found
in some light truck applications and cars by Toyota as well. Despite its prevalence, the AX-5 is
generally considered dissatisfying especially in terms of strength. Even in all-stock vehicle
versions, failures are not uncommon. This is probably one of the main reasons that Jeep
owners seem to always try convert this particular transmission model with some stronger
alternatives i. Some auto repairs do not even offer conversion to V8 or V6 power due to the high
probability of unsuccessful attempts, although it was in fact introduced in a Jeep model that
utilized GM 2. The good news is that you can still find AX-5 Manual Transmission for Sale from
reputable sellers or even online. Aisin, the manufacturer of the AX-5, also made smaller version
called the AX Both are essentially the same except for the lack of the overdriven fifth-gear in the
latter. The AX-5 has four bolts to retain the shifter and 21 spline-output shaft designed to mate
to NP and NP transfer cases. The transmission if fully-synchronized in all gears; also, all gears
are helically cut. In case you are in the market to replace an AX-5 with an alternative, it is
possible that you are led to believe that AX would fit the bill, as they are indeed deceivingly
similar to each other. Spline counts as well as the bell housing pattern appear to be exactly the
same, but unfortunately both are not interchangeable, at least without some serious
modifications. They were also all manufactured by Aisin. A more thorough inspection of the
input NOT output spline count should identify the difference. Before you rush to the market and
look for a rebuilt AX-5 Transmission for Sale, be aware of the fact this component was originally
intended to be fitted with smaller horsepower engine. The overall longevity of the transmission
is heavily affected by tire size, driving style, overall vehicle weight and of course maintenance.
While the longevity has been found questionable even with stock 4 cylinder engines , you can
improve your chances of having a durable long-lasting transmission for decades as long as you
practice proper maintenance and of course informed judgment before committing to a
conversion. You must be logged in to post a comment. Show all. The AX5 Manual Transmission.
Reliability Before you rush to the market and look for a rebuilt AX-5 Transmission for Sale, be
aware of the fact this component was originally intended to be fitted with smaller horsepower
engine. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. The Spartacus Bumper features a satin black
powder-coated finish on a sturdy 11 gauge stamped steel construction. Designed to work with
any winch models. This modular design gives your Jeep a custom look able to conquer any
terrain. A bumper that offers as many looks as it does possibilities. Rugged Ridge's Tire Carrier
maintains full mobility of the rear tailgate and eliminates the cumbersome two-stage opening
process present in other designs for easy use. The receiver hitch kit from Rugged Ridge offers
a sturdy attachment point for the rear of your Jeep which makes towing your toys a breeze. This
alu
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minum alloy constructed wheel gives a sleek style to your JK Wrangler. Available in a variety of
sizes and finishes some would say it emulates rotary style phone. Exclusively designed for
Rugged Ridge this new wheel offers exceptional performance styling as well as functionality
with built in valve stem protection. Rugged Ridge's modular designed wheel that comes in a
variety of sizes and finishes. Optional rock rings and center caps can allow you to customize
your wheels. The classic D-Window wheel is one of the most recognized wheels in the industry.
Made of stamped heavy gauged steel with a black powder coated finish. Please Select Find
Reset. This black replacement shifter boot bezel from Omix fits Jeep Ch This spring
synchronizer from Omix fits Jeep Cherokee and This 5-speed manual transmission seal kit from
Omix fits Jeep Ch This complete replacement AX5 transmission assembly from Omix fits Shop
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